What is the 5.2GHz rule all about?

In 2020, the FCC adopted a new 5.2 GHz band that provides additional spectrum for wireless services, enabling carriers to increase capacity, expand coverage, and provide fixed wireless broadband service. The new band, which is in the 5.25-5.35 GHz range, is available for unlicensed use and can be used for fixed wireless internet service.

How does it benefit service providers?

222% more usable interference-free spectrum for access and backhaul applications.

Reduced interference allows high QoS enterprise class connectivity.

Enables new revenue generating services and better support to customers.

How can you use this spectrum via Proxim?

1. Wait our support website or proxim.com
2. Download the latest firmware Turism® SW v2.66
3. Update the firmware to your Turism® 6000, 8000 wireless radios
4. Choose the new spectrum $150-$250

For more information contact us or email at: channelmarketing@proxim.com